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PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2010 FOR THE COUNTY OF MAUI
(C.C. No. 09-59)

CHAIR PONTANILLA: . . . (gavel) . . . Good evening, everyone. Thank you for being here tonight
to provide public testimony to the Budget and Finance Committee. But before we start, I'd like
to call on our Council Chairman, who is from Molokai, to introduce the Members that are here
tonight. And we're gonna do something special tonight so please bear with us. Oh, you got
one. Okay.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Aloha, everybody. Aloha!
AUDIENCE: Aloha!
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: First of all, I'd like to recognize the Members that came over to Molokai to
join all of us this evening. We've been going out throughout the different districts. This is the
third stop for the Council, and we are really pleased to, you know, start the week off by making
Molokai a stop this evening. On my far left, from the island of Lanai, we have Councilmember
Sol Kaho`ohalahala.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Aloha!
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause...
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: From South Maui, the representative from the Kihei area, Wayne Nishiki.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: From Upcountry Maui, Gladys Baisa.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: On my right, far end, from the Wailuku area, we have the one and only
Michael Victorino.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . .
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: From East Maui, the Hana area, we have Bill Medeiros.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: From the Makawao-Haiku-Paia area, we have Councilmember Michael
Molina.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Of course we have with us this evening from the Kahului area, he is the
candy man, he is Councilmember Joe Pontanilla.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
CHAIR BAISA: The candy man, huh?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Also with us, we have our Staff. Joining us from Maui this evening we have
our Committee Analyst, we have Scott Jensen; and our Committee Secretary, Pauline Martins.
And also with us assisting we have from my office, Tina Thompson.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And from my Molokai, we have Lori Buchanan also assisting us this evening.
Before we start going into the hearing this evening, we'd like to take a few minutes to be able
to recognize our Molokai State Champions. We truly are so proud!
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: When we constantly hear the term Molokai no ka heke, we really are proud
because we have the best! And the best made it known throughout the State, and now they
have a big target on their back because they're number one. So it's gonna be a little tougher in
the years to come, but you know what, can! Can! I'd like to recognize our high school
principal, Linda Puleloa. Is she here?
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And one of the coaches for the girls' basketball team, Mike Hooper.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And of course we have our Athletic Director, Cameron Kimball. The Council
took much pride in being able to draft a resolution recognizing and honoring our Molokai
Farmer Women for their incredible win in the State tournament. I'd like to share with you that
resolution that was adopted unanimously by the Maui County Council.
Scott, could you read the resolution?
MR. JENSEN: Thank you, Mr. Chair. It's Resolution No. 09-27, Congratulating the Molokai High
School Girls Basketball Team on winning the 2009 State Division II Girls Basketball
Championship. Whereas, the Molokai High School Girls Basketball Team claimed the Maui
Interscholastic League (MIL) Division II title with a 37-28 win over rival Seabury Hall; and
Whereas, the MIL Division II Girls Basketball Champs, seeded 4th going into the Hawaiian
Airlines/Hawaii High School Athletic Association (HHSAA) State Championships, faced
University High in the quarterfinals, beating the Jr. Rainbows 35-30 to advance to the
semifinals against Kapaa High; and Whereas, Kalei Adolpho's 16 points and 25 rebounds along
with Dana-Lynn Hooper Juario's game-high 18 points and three assists, led the Molokai
Farmers to a 47-37 victory over the Kapaa Warriors, moving them into the finals against
Kamehameha-Hawaii for the State title; and Whereas, the crowd in attendance for the finals at
Blaisdell Center on the evening of Friday, February 27, 2009, was scarcely aware that it was
witnessing history in the making; and Whereas, by the end of the third quarter, Kamehameha
led Molokai 39-33, spurring the Farmer's defense to hold the Warriors to 3 points in the 4th
quarter and managing to tie it up 42-42 with two minutes and nine seconds left on the clock;
and Whereas, Kalei Adolpho's put-back with 12 seconds remaining in the game and a
free-throw with just 6.9 seconds left on the clock clinched the 45-42 victory over Kamehameha
to capture the Hawaiian Airlines/HHSAA State Division II Girls Basketball Championship, a
first in Molokai High's 71-year history, the MIL's 33-year history, and the State Division II
Girls Basketball Championship's 80-year history; and Whereas, with the support of their
dedicated coaches Douglas Furlong and Mike Hooper, the Farmers' Girls Basketball team has
attained excellence and statewide recognition through their commitment, drive, and team work;
and Whereas, the exceptional performance, dedication and spirit of Abbigale "Kalei" Adolpho,
Josephine "Kapua" Adolpho, Jamie Duvauchelle, Jolenta Duvauchelle, Dana-Lynn Hooper
Juario, Kaira Kauila-Makaiwi, Kalyn Kauila-Makaiwi, Puna Kawamae, Kyli Joe Mawae,
Larriley "Tootie" Rawlins, and Marissa Sterner have brought pride and honor to the people of
the County of Maui; therefore, BE IT RESOLVED by the Council of the County of Maui:
1. That it hereby congratulates the Molokai High School Girls Basketball Team for winning
the 2009 State Division II Girls Basketball Championship; and 2. That certified copies of this
resolution be transmitted to the members of the Molokai High School Girls Basketball Team;
their coaches; Linda Puleloa, Molokai High School Principal; Cameron Kimball, Molokai High
School Athletic Director; and the Honorable Charmaine Tavares, Mayor of the County of
Maui.
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AUDIENCE . . . (applause) . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. This evening, there's just four of our girls, our State
Champions here with us this evening; and if you can please come up and join us right in front
of, right in front of the table here. Jolenta.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Puna.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Dana-Lynn.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And Larriley.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Come up and join us in the front. Molokai, do you know what a face of
victory looks like? Do you know what the face of our champions look like? Right in front of
you. Welcome our champions!
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And the vote would not be complete if we don't call Michael Hooper. Come
up, come up and join us too, Mike.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: So, Molokai, once again we are really fortunate and really proud to have our
State champions and especially since they come from our community it's even more special to
all of us because even though when they say, it take a village to raise a child, gosh, these are all
our kids and we're all proud of them. So I have certificates or copies of the resolution for each
one of you. Coach, I also have a resolution for you as well. And Molokai, once again,
congratulations, girls. We're all proud of you. And good luck!
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause.. .
. (Long pause as the resolutions are handed out.) . . .
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VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Molokai.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Again, congratulations to the Molokai Girls Basketball team for doing a
fantastic job and bringing home the bacon for this island, Molokai.
Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for being here again. We're here to hear your testimony in
regards to the 2008 [sic] Fiscal Year Budget as presented, I'm sorry, 2010 Fiscal Year Budget
as proposed by the Mayor of our County, Ms. Charmaine Tavares. I just want to thank Chair
Mateo for introducing the Members and the supporting staff that are here this evening. Also,
you know, recognizing the achievements of the girls basketball team here at Molokai High
School.
For those of you that are providing testimony this evening, you have three minutes to testify.
Once you come up to the mike if you could announce your name and the organization that you
represent, we'll appreciate that. Before we start, if all of you could turn off your cell phones to
the silent mode or if you could turn it off. Okay, once you complete your testimony please stay
up for a few seconds. Some of the Members may have questions for you folks. So, we'll start
public testimony at this time. The first person to testify is Joe Childs and the Aloha Friendship
Club. Joe?
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY...
MR. CHILDS: Aloha. Mahalo, for this time. We represent Aloha Friendship Club under Maui
Community Service Council, and we would just like to thank you for your continued support
for our program. I'm with the Adult Mental Health Division and we have a Drop-In Center
which provides services to adults with mental illnesses. And this is a program, a psycho social
program that help these men and women develop their social skills get back into the work force
and other opportunities for them. We just want to continue to thank you for your support and
ask that you continue to support us.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier this evening? .
Seeing none; thank you very much.
MR. CASTILLO: Hi, I would like to speak now. Excuse me. Aloha, my name is Delfin Castillo, on
behalf of the Hana Ka Lima Drop-In Center, I would like to thank the County of Maui for
providing me the funds that keep our program open. Mahalo.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, for information, all five of the gentlemen had signed
in so, you know, don't get too excited if they, you know, if they cut in because they've already
signed up. The next testifier is Malia Akutagawa and Harmonee?
MS. WILLIAMS: Aloha! So we're submitting joint testimony. So I'm just going to read from here.
For the people of Molokai, the term "sustainability" is merely a 21 st century label for the
ancient practices that enabled the first inhabitants of this island to thrive in the middle of the
Pacific with limited natural resources, Today, as Maui County is faced with significant
dependence on imported food, goods, and fossil fuel and a weakened local and global economy,
Molokai's people are actively looking to create a more sustainable future for the island and to
reclaim our historical status as Molokai Aina Momona. By integrating this concept of "Aina
Momona" with the word "sustainability", the goal for Molokai is "Sust-Jina-biliiy. So if you
look at the word "sustainability" the four letters in the middle are `dina. A concept of "sust`dina-bility" is abundant island living rooted in traditional knowledge and supported by modern
technologies. Because of our commitment to responsible stewardship of the ‘dina and of our
natural resources, Molokai as the potential to become a leader and innovator in green living and
could serve as valuable model of sustainability for Maui County and the State as a whole.
As a first step, members of the Molokai community are organizing a "Sust-`AINA-ble
Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian island" Conference for Molokai on Friday, July 17 and
Saturday, July 18, 2009. The conference is designed to raise community awareness of
innovative sustainable industries and successful models occurring in Hawaii and around the
globe as they relate to food, security, green building, alternative energy, education, waste
management, green autonomies and jobs, indigenous knowledge, and traditional resource
management. In addition to showcasing Molokai residents who are practicing sustainability in
their daily lives, the conference will bring several of the world's indigenous economic leaders
and green innovators to Molokai to share practical knowledge and cultivate fruitful partnerships
with the community. We hope to provide the community with workable ideas for sustainable
practices and infrastructure that can make best use of Molokai's resources and align with
Molokai's lifestyle. In these efforts to build community capacity, we also hope to craft and
implement an island-wide plan for long-term sustainability that will allow the 7fina and
Molokai's people to prosper and become momona once again.
Since November 2008, over 1,000 volunteer hours have gone into conference planning and
coordination, and another 2,000 volunteer hours will be contributed in the months leading up to
July's events. We ask for the County Council's formal endorsement of the conference and for
your support in the long-term initiative to create a sustainable Molokai. As this is a grassroots
effort to build a sustainable community from the bottom up, we are actively fundraising and are
currently seeking grant funding from the Maui County Office of Economic Development. Any
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funds you could set aside or channel to us through OED or other community-sponsored
programs would greatly benefit our community-driven initiative to -MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MS. WILLIAMS: --create an abundant Molokai.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Ma'am, if you could just pronounce your name? No, say your
name in the mike so we can .. .
MS. WILLIAMS: Harmonee Williams.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Next testifier — Malia?
MS. AKUTAGAWA: I just like to join with Harmonee in the planning of our sustainability conference
and planning initiative. And I'd just like to add oral testimony also in support of the Kuha'o
Business Center, and this oral testimony is with my official hat as the Molokai Rural
Development Project Director. We piloted and expanded this project back in 2004 and hired
Annette Pauole-Aha Kuelo, and the Center has bloomed and thrived and brought about at least
80 new small businesses on Molokai. And Annette continues to do good work as well as her
assistant Tessie, and I would like to thank you for your continued support and ask that the funds
for this project be maintained and to assist Molokai's communities and to promote small
business development here. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Malia, could you say your name in the mike?
MS. AKUTAGAWA: My name is Malia Akutagawa.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for both testifiers? Member Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Let Sol go first.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I'm sorry. Member Kaho`ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Malia, thank you and Harmonee, thank you for your
input. How much money are you looking for to help support your conference?
MS. AKUTAGAWA: Our grant with the Office of Economic Development is for 52,000 and that will
cover printing, publication, airfare for the travelers, and some of the pre-conference and postconference activities that they would community outreach.
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COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: And of that amount, have you already raised any of
that?
MS. AKUTAGAWA: We raised about 6,000 so far. We had a grant from Sacharuna Foundation as
well as eConscious, which are making a donation of organic cotton t-shirts for our conference tshirts. And First Wind, I spoke with them and they want to contribute to this effort as well, and
also Queen Liliuokalani Children Center.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: If you had to make a dollar request of the Council,
what would you be asking for?
MS. AKUTAGAWA: Um . . . maybe 20,000 or whatever is reasonable to the Council.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Okay. I just want to thank you 'cause I think the
direction is real maika'i -MS. AKUTAGAWA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: --and that's what we all need to learn from it. Perhaps
Molokai can lead us all in the right direction.
MS. AKUTAGAWA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Baisa, question?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: No.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, again. Next testifier is Mark Crumpton followed by
John Rodriguez.
MR. CRUMPTON: Good evening.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good evening.
MR. CRUMPTON: Mark Crumpton with the American Red Cross. I have a written statement. I was
going to read it, if that's okay?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Go ahead.
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MR. CRUMPTON: We, the Maui Red Cross, thank you for your support in the past fiscal year and
humbly ask that you continue to help us in our mission to relieve those in need. We humbly
request that you support and partner with us in the coming Fiscal Year 2010 as we strive to
serve our community. The island of Molokai, because of the presence of our local American
Red Cross volunteers, we've been able to offer assistance to those individuals that may be a
victim of personal disaster. Having been inoperative for the past two years, funds from the
County have helped us reactivate and re-establish the disaster action team. With your support,
these individuals have been trained and prepared to offer assistance and provide support for
victims of fire, flood, and natural disaster. We have been fortunate enough to have encountered
a recent natural disaster but this has not deterred us volunteers from Molokai, Maui County to
be prepared and ready to respond at a moment's notice for those whose lives may be
interrupted by a situation that leave them with limited resources for aid. Such is the case for
Mr. Philip Van Der Straeten (I always get his name messed up) whose life was touched by
crisis of which many residents of Maui or Molokai could encounter. This unfortunate event, to
which I responded personally, as a volunteer of the American Red Cross, could only be
possible with the training, support, which was afforded to me by the American Red Cross and
dedicated partners such as the County of Maui. Mr. Philip would like to share a story if you
don't mind.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Philip, if you could?
MR. VAN DER STRAETEN: Okay. Good evening. So as Mark was saying, recently I was a victim
of a catastrophe. My place burned down and everything I owned was in it basically.
Fortunately, I was not hurt and the fire was contained so there was no spreading, but in an area
where that could easily occur. And I have to say I was impressed with the coordination
between the Police Department, the Fire Department, and the Red Cross to be so prompt in
assisting in this situation. And, you know, basically I was left in my slippers, shorts, didn't
even have a shirt on me but thanks to the assistance of the Red Cross and this very generous
community the next day I was pretty much back on track. So, please, I would encourage you to
not only continue funding but increase because in a time of crisis like that any person would
appreciate any help, assistance available. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for both testifiers? Seeing none; thank
you for being here tonight.
MR. VAN DER STRAETEN: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next testifier is John Rodriguez followed Pilialoha Kalaiwaa.
MS. KALAIWAA: Aloha. Yes, my name is Pilialoha Kalaiwaa, and my concern is for MEO bus and
MEO school because we need our transportation. It's for our kupuna, our community, besides
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myself I know it's tough economic time. We all need a budget for everything. There's so
much for us to do. So I know you folks will help us to find that budget cause and for education
because my great-grandson he goes to MEO school and they couldn't be here tonight. I know
he has learned a lot through MEO school. When he comes home he's excited. He tells me
everything what the teachers teach him. So, please, I only ask that you folks support again for
our transportation for our bus, and for our MEO school. Thank you. Mahalo.

CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you very much for being here.
MS. KALAIWAA: Yes, thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. John Rodriguez?
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Aloha! My name is John Rodriguez. I'm the Director of the Molokai Youth
Center and we fall under the Molokai Service Community Council. And also be speaking
on behalf of MEO. What I represent is a youth center that daily fills its room with 60 to 100
kids and there are times when the numbers increase, and I would have loved to have been
surrounded with these 60 to 100 kids but I think with the break comes, you know. But I did get
some writings from the kids and collectively what they say I'll repeat what they said after I
finish with this other portion. The three aspects that we try to cover with your funding is
education, alternative activities, and character leadership. Through education what we do is we
have a program that we call "E 0 Mai", and it's a tutoring program that offered from
Kindergarten through Senior (12 th grade), and in that, we separate the kids into different age
levels so that we can best serve them, tutoring. It's a one-hour program that we have. The
other portion is through education, through field trips, and workshops. Alternative activities
what we include is sports-related activities, music through our wonderful sound system, and
recording studio that we have, table games, social, dances, arts and crafts. And with the
character and leadership building we have a girl power and through that we have girls ages 12
to 17 years of age, and then we help them develop into strong young women so that they can be
more supportive in their families. And we also have a program to build an esteem cultural
awareness, and family involvement, and also community service. We have numbers and goals
that we try to reach, and throughout these, urn . . . one of our goals is for education is to reach
90 percent of 850. Going through the numbers just before I got here, we're at 636, which is 83
percent of our annual goal of 90 percent. So we're doing good in that area. Also, in our
alternative activities, our goal is 80 percent of 850 and we're currently at 765, which is 90
percent, uh, 10 percent over our goal for the annual year. And for character and leadership, our
goal is 95 percent of 850, which is 808 and we're currently at 85 percent. So, again, our
programs our E 0 Mai, County sports, we have programs such as ukulele classes. We're
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currently offering a mohala napua during intersession to keep the kids involved, cultural
classes, community outings, and then we also have contracting which brings in local people and
what they bring in is different types of art classes, paintings, ceramics, bead work, carpentry
and also computer classes. So, we try to extend our services outward.
And I'd also like to express our gratitude and how it's not only limited to Molokai. We
recently had 28 students, 13 through 17 years old from Oahu they came by and helped us with
our E 0 Mai Program, and just recently today we had some college students that came by.
There were 13 of them. Two are local and the other 11 were from abroad — Taiwan, Malaysia,
China, Hong Kong, and Japan and Korea. And so, what I get from these individuals that it's
the first time they walk in our doors and they can see the need in our kids and they can see how
the kids can verbalize as I have right here. The kids instill themselves on them and they
appreciate everything that is provided because of you folks. And so, I extend a great gratitude
and appreciation for that that and I hope we can continue to receive funding -MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: --so we can extend it to the kids. Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier this evening? Seeing
none; thank you, John.
MR. RODRIGUEZ: Okay, thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Hoku Maikui followed by Mayson P. M. Asano, Jr.
MS. MAIKUI: Good evening County Council Members. My name is Hoku Maikui and I utilize the
MEO bus. I catch the bus from Maunaloa. I use the MEO's transportation for shopping,
medical appointments and visiting my family that lives on the other side of the island. I am
grateful for its transportation services, and I ask that you continue funding the MEO
transportation as well as their other services. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? If not, thank
you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mayson P. M. Asano, Jr.
MR. ASANO: Aloha and good evening.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha!
MR. ASANO: My name is Mayson Asano, resident here on Molokai. First of all, I appreciate your
time you folks take out of your day and all that you do for us here on Molokai. I really do, so
thank you very much. For myself, I graduated here from Molokai school . . . (end of tape,
start 1B at 7:05 p.m.). . . and still present part of the Air Force. I affiliate myself with a lot of
the businesses here on Molokai and throughout the nation. But here for Molokai, I'm actually
speaking on behalf of the MEO BDC. I attended a course and it's a phenomenal class. Just to
give you some examples as far as the access to knowledge. Okay, this class provides
information for us businesses to help us get started in the right direction. Again, it's planting
seeds. Being a farmer here and a Molokai resident everyone understands that if you don't plant
a seed you don't get a crop. Does that make sense? Some of us we plant a seed and we don't
follow the guidelines that's required for farming such as watering and so forth then you won't
get a perfect crop. It's the same way with education. It's the same way with this program with
MEO BDC; it's the same thing, okay. It's the same thing. They provide access to the
information, access to the knowledge; that is important. They're a seed program. I believe the
budget cut for them is $24,000 (twenty-four thousand dollars). Small. But if you take $24,000
10 percent, 5 percent, 1 percent, we're still short that amount of percent to the knowledge.
Give it to us first class. Relook the budget. I'm asking you to relook the budget, take a look at
it, find a way to keep the $24,000 in the MEO BDC. Again, Molokai, we're struggling all over,
all over. We can't afford to give anything else back. If I ask you a question, what do you think
are the opportunities here on Molokai? Then I ask you the same question, what do you think
about the opportunities on Molokai vs. Maui? Again, we don't have much. Even as a new
business, we already struggle with simple signs as saying — NO SOLICITING Right. Simple
individuals. We have to go ahead and fundraise to support our kids to get them through the
athletic programs and so forth. But we need access to the information, we need to access to the
knowledge, the right knowledge. Just because we have GOOGLE today doesn't mean that we
can take away the text books and the information that can be required or handed over to us via
a class such as the MEO BDC. All right. Again, I had an ogo farm, started an ogo farm, I went
through Aunty Annette's class back then, went through a process, filled out the whole entire
plan. She reviewed it, phenomenal plan. I even had local businesses ready to support the ogo
farm. I went in for a grant, for agriculture grant, the Board members decided that it wasn't an
agricultural project. It was an aquaculture.
AUDIENCE: ... (chuckled) . . .

MR. ASANO: But funny as it may seem but I had access to the information but those that sat on the
Board to make the decision didn't. We suffer the consequences. And that business would have
been the first business on Molokai that would have gone 100 percent for an individual who
suffers from a muscle silver syndrome (cerebral palsy). She would have had a first pitch hit at
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the age of 30. Okay. Also been an independent associate prepaid legal services . . . (inaudible) .
.. information.
MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MR. ASANO: Thank you. Just in closing, we new businesses again have enough restrictions, okay.
Don't restrict the knowledge on access to the information. I ask you to go ahead and relook the
budget to continue to give us the access to the information at its full potential so we can have
the opportunity to create and run a business at its full potential. Proof of lack of education is
when the DOE decided to make budget cuts. Don't validate it. Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you very much. Scott Puaa and Maile [sic] Camara?
MR. PUAA: Aloha!
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha!
MR. PUAA: My name is Scott Puaa. This is my wife Malie and our youngest daughter Loiau. We
are parents of two children that attend MEO Preschool. We stand here before you guys to ask
that you continue to support and fund MEO because academically, socially, and culturally they
give them an awesome foundation. They go to school every day, they come home, and they tell
me and the mom all kinds of things that they do. They make poi, they go and see the fire trucks
and things like that. My oldest son is going to transition into preschool next year and -MS. CAMARA: Kindergarten.
MR. PUAA: --yeah, kindergarten and he's able to write his name. He knows his shapes and his colors
so please continue to fund the preschool program. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, are there any questions for the testifier? Thank you
for being here tonight.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Stacy Crivello? Stacy Crivello?
MS. CRIVELLO: Aloha!
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha!
MS. CRIVELLO: Aloha, Budget Chair Joe Pontanilla and Council Chair Mateo and our full County
Council, mahalo for visiting with us and affording us the opportunity to share our needs for
Molokai. I'm here on behalf of the Fire and Public Safety Commission. I am just one of nine
members, but also a resident of Molokai. And I guess I don't have to say this but we all know
that Fire and Public Safety is very important to the community. And they are always our first
responders to all emergencies. Going into the summer season, as you know, we've been
blessed with beautiful rains and lot of greeneries. But with that, the summer season we're
going to be full of fuel and we just need to remind ourselves that our fire personnel needs the
best training, the best equipment to do their job. We're very proud of our men and women of
the Maui County Fire Department and our Molokai Fire Department. And on behalf of the
Commission and the people of Molokai, we humbly ask to pass what has been submitted on
behalf of our Fire Department.
And on another note, if I'd like to add, please support whatever MEO is requesting. I am not a
full participant but my observations throughout all the years is that they do excellent work.
They even help to counsel a lot of our people that have been displaced because of the loss of
employment. And I'd like to just add in a little something that you guys would support them
too. Mahalo nui.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Stacy. Members, any questions for the testifier? For those of
you on Molokai, Stacy and I used to work together for the phone company. Nice to see you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Next testifier is Tessa Reich followed by Dr. Rebecca LaMarche. So you're
the folks that was sending all the e-mails, yeah.
MS. REICH: . . . (chuckeld) . . . Aloha. My name is Tessa Reich. I am the only employee of the
Molokai Humane Society. This job has meant so much to me and it's not like any other job
I've had, which is 9 to 5; this is 24-7. People call me at home, they come to my house, they're
worried about their pets, I help them get together with the vets to get them to feel comfortable
and know that their pet is going to be taken care of and I ask for your continued support in
supporting the Molokai Humane Society. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, hold your questions for this whole group
because the next two are also from the Molokai Humane, oh, supporting the Molokai
Humane Society.
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MS. REICH: One more thing I'd like to say is that we've been having a lot of high school kids
interested in us and they have been coming in volunteering on their Spring break, and it's just
great to see the love of animals and the support that they have for us too. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next testifier is Dr. Rebecca LaMarche.
MS. LaMARCHE: Hi, I'm Dr. Becky LaMarche, known as Dr. Becky. This is Gigi. And I brought
Gigi along because she's kind of a sample of what's so important here and that's she showed
up under our facility when I showed up Monday morning, this is my fifth visit on the island.
She shows up Monday morning under the container meowing pitifully and she's blind and
pregnant, well she was pregnant. But people are really desperate and these are things that could
so easily have been prevented with the proper medical care as a kitten. There are three visiting
veterinarians that come here. You probably know that there is no veterinarian clinic here on
Molokai. And there is such a need. You see these animals that really are suffering and need
the care, and there's a lot of gratitude. People are very, very grateful that we're here that we
can do this. And it's not just for the people and the animals, there's public health aspects. We
have feral animals that are running loose certainly they can spread diseases and cause other
problems with the public. And there's also some economic impacts as well. There are people
who won't live here because there's not a veterinarian or they'd move away because there's not
a veterinarian and their animals are important to them. And I just have to say that us . . . we
vets could not, absolutely could not do what we do without the support of the Humane Society
and especially Tessa, you know, just no way that we would come and do this without them.
Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. The next testifier from the Humane Society is Koki
Foster followed by Lorna Huizinga. Koki first.
MS. FOSTER: Hi, my name is Koki Foster and I serve on the Board of Directors of the Molokai
Humane Society. When I got involved with this organization four years ago it was bad. And
today it's much, much better and we want to keep moving forward, helping the animals and the
people on the island. From January it's amazing we have served (I gotta put my glasses on) we
have served 375 clients. That is in 85 days. The vets have only been here for 38 days of those.
We sterilized 268 cats. We have logged in 380 volunteer hours and we receive five to ten calls
a day. So we think there's a real need and we just ask for your continued support. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Lorna?
MS. HUIZINGA: Hi, I'm Lorna Huizinga. I am the Secretary and Treasurer. I've only been with
them for about a year and made a lot of progress. We've done a lot. If it weren't for one of
dogs that's blind and, you know, and so if we hadn't gotten some help for him and the other
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two, so it's really important. And with times harder we don't get as many donations as we used
to so ... but thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. FOSTER: I'd like to say one more thing on Dr. Becky's point about disease. I contracted typhus
and almost died right after Thanksgiving and was very scary. You get typhus from a flu that's
been on a rat but it could have been on a feral cat that we worked on, so that is a really
important point. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for any of the ladies?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Just one.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member, uh, Chairman Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Couple of years ago when the Humane Society was having all
kinds of problems nobody really wanted to step up. Couple of years ago when the Humane
Society had so many animals that they didn't know what to do with, nobody wanted to step up.
Couple of years ago when the Humane Society was just virtually begging on the side of the
road with their rummage sales trying to make money to help take care of our animals very little
people actually stepped up. But Koki, thanks to you, you know, this organization have moved.
It's just grown and I really wanted to recognize you and thank you for the continued support
and the constant growth that has happened to the Humane Society. So, mahalo, and keep it up,
girl.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for your testimony. I wanted
to ask Dr. Becky, so you're not a resident here? You come to visit periodically and help with
the Humane Society on Molokai?
MS. LaMARCHE: I live in Eugene, Oregon. I own a practice there.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Oh. Okay. I thought you were closer than that like Oahu.
MS. LaMARCHE: Eugene, Oregon. I actually found the Humane Society by accident. I came here
on vacation and found a stray dog and went down and Dr. Sterling Thomas was there and
helped me out. I said, what's going on here? And he told me the situation. It's pretty self-
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serving. We don't see much sun in Oregon especially this time of year. I just absolutely love it
here. It's a beautiful island and the people are wonderful, and I definitely see that need.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Thank you for your kokua as we say for your help. But for those
that are here on Molokai, where do the doctors, veterinarians come from when you do get a
veterinarian here?
MS. FOSTER: We have one that comes from Maui and when there's no vets scheduled, like she's
here for two weeks, Dr. Sterling is from Oregon also and the Big Island. He's got a house on
the Big Island. He'll come over for three weeks. And then we have Dr. Aileen who comes in
between the other vets. So that's the three main ones.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Do you have a website?
MS. FOSTER: Nodded yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. And on your website do you invite veterinarians from
other states, if they're visiting, to come to Molokai and help out during their visit?
MS. HUIZANGA: Well, we have plenty of vets. People are willing to come. It's . . . we don't have
the funds to support a full-time clinic going on. We do what we can and with Tessa's help, I
mean, it's been wonderful that we have her there. She's there when the vets aren't there and
she's able to do things for the animals with the doctor's direction and also give good
information, which fulfills our purpose of educating the people to care and protection and wellbeing of animals.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. I join Council Chair Mateo in thanking you for what you
guys do on Molokai. Mahalo.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Seeing none; thank you very
much. Annette-Aha Kuelo . . . followed by Denise Kelly.
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: Aloha and good evening. Thank you very much for making the time to
come to Molokai. My name is Annette-Aha Kuelo and I am the Kuha'o Business Center
facilitator and I humbly am here tonight to really thank the Council a lot. And it's not only for
the Kuha'o Business Center but for the support for MEO as well as the Veterans. I can't even
tell you, I'm sure you all know that economy is really, really bad. So, more so I find a big
need. My partnership with Kuulei Arcy with the Core 4, I make it a requirement with the
entrepreneurs that they have to attend their Core 4 classes. It's a given. And the reason I say
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that because I've seen that the people that attend her workshops really are the ones that are
succeeding. Her classes are so Molokai friendly and very easy for these people who don't have
any business background to follow. If you've never been to her workshop or the Core 4
workshop you folks have to go because I went and I was very impressed. And so, I want to
really thank you for supporting Kuulei and her position as well as the . . . When I first came to
Molokai, one of the first things I noticed several years ago was the huge positive impact that
MEO had on the community. I cannot even fathom Molokai not having MEO here. I mean,
seriously. I run a big corporation. I run several divisions and I've done it for 35 years. But
MEO's presence here on Molokai is imperative. I don't know what we would do without them
because the economics, people are having a hard time but Molokai more so. I think MEO
doesn't only represent the services but they also lift the spirits to the people. And that, to me, is
utterly priceless. They give us the hope. They give us the hope that things will get better. So I
know I'm here to speak on behalf of the Kuha'o Business Center but I'm very passionate about
MEO. I just speak from the heart and I tell you what I see but they have lifted the spirits of the
Molokai people and I cannot even fathom their budget being radically reduced especially here
on Molokai. I know times are bad economically. I know they're thinking about cutting the
budgets in the millions to Maui County but if we can look at the numbers really well and see
the badly needed programs that we need on Molokai, I'd say MEO is number one. I really do.
I mean, that's based on my consensus, my observation over the last several years, and they do a
great job.
Getting back to the Kuha'o Business Center, I wanted to tell you that even during this hard
times, more business services like Mayson had mentioned, I agree with him is badly needed.
Molokai we have very limited resources, very, very limited. I mean, I'm surprised how people
survive over here with the lack of resources. Like Core 4, you know, -MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: --Kuha'o Business Center is a badly needed resource and we do need it
on Molokai, but to give you an update I gave you folks a report on my progress over the last
year, and it's because of you and the Council I say mahalo nui loa, from the bottom of my
heart, and to continue to support Molokai because we really need your help in keeping the spirit
of aloha alive here on Molokai because they deserve it, the community deserves it, and I just
want to tell you, again thank you for supporting all the different agencies. And also, I'm going
to put a little plug in for the Molokai veterans and also just for you to know I'm working with
this young group regarding this program. If you folks never seen it, I will e-mail it to you all
because it's a great plan for the long-term. I just wish I'll be here to see all the goals and
dreams they want to achieve. You folks never read it; I was dumb-founded and totally
impressed. And I cannot even believe that they managed to do -MR. JENSEN: Four minutes.
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MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: --this in less than a month. So it tells you the caliber of the young
adults we have in Molokai, the potential to pick Molokai, you know, what we really want to be.
Okay. So, mahalo, again and I'm sorry I took longer but thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for Annette? Councilmember
Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. And thank you, Annette, your testimony
is very moving and I will carry that over to Mr. Baz at MEO. He'd be very happy to hear. I
think the prettiest thing you said that really touches my heart is about MEO lifting the spirit.
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: Oh, yes they do.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You know, nowadays, we need to have our spirits lifted. Everything is
so gloom and dim from the minute you wake up and you turn on the TV it's bad, you turn on
the radio it's bad, you go to work it's bad everywhere. I mean, you know, we just . . .

(inaudible) . . .
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: Yeah, we think just positive things you know.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I know, I know. The other day on the floor and we shared a joke and
we laughed until we were hysterical. is laughing because he was part of it. And
we need that you know. We need that. Life is kind of grim. But what I wanted to ask you
about was on this report, this very impressive report that you gave us. I'm interested in the last
line because this has become something that is really important in our community, and this
service about helping people that seek credit report advice. You know, we're hearing about the
foreclosure mess.
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: And we're hearing that a lot of it is tied to people not understanding
the use of credit. What do you do for these folks?
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: Well, um, Glad . . . excuse me, Councilman Baisa,
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: You can call me Gladys. I'm still Gladys.
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: I recognized two years ago at the Kuha'o Business Center, as much as
I tried to help the local entrepreneurs they had one, a lot of them had one thing in common. In
order to open the business you all know you need to dig into your own pocket, yeah, to sustain
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your business. But a lot of them, almost 8 out of 10 of them, could not even manage their
home finances. I mean, they were running in the red. And so I look at it as, you know, I had to
sit down and think, okay, how can I help Molokai? So sometimes you have to step back to go
forward. So that's when I recognized the importance of financing literacy education. So two
years ago, in fact, I was blessed enough to meet someone who is unbelievable. Her name is
Helen Wai, she runs her own financing literacy education business and she and I are very good
friends. I raised some extra funds last year outside of the County system because I didn't put in
the request early enough to get it approved by Deidre, and a small non-profit organization
actually in Waianae to, urn, funded her to come to Molokai. And she came last year about . . . I
squeezed every penny I could but I brought here eight times. We went to Molokai High
School, we went to the middle school, we went into the community and she was here Monday
and Tuesday night at the .. . (inaudible) . . .because I'm sure you must have heard of the
DHHL's program on home ownership. Okay. So in partnership with her she was here these
last two nights, in fact, some of the people that went to that workshop are here tonight. And I'll
tell you guys, I've been to workshops and I've been to workshops but nobody can do a
workshop like her. Even Kuulei, I mean, she's so Molokai friendly it's unbelievable. She's
from Nanakuli. You know, you can't believe the curriculum she provides.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Are you going to be able to continue with this?
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: Well, I know that the budget is really tight and I expected it because
I've been keeping up with the economy the last year, so I personally got approval from Deidre
to look outside of the County to get some grants. So I'm working on getting, writing grants of
course, lucky if I get one out of ten, but you know so I can bring her back here to the Molokai
community because that's what the community needs. They need education on how to handle
their money and make wise decisions. That's why we decided to go into the school so all of the
problems that we're having with our adults right now going to the high school we want to
prevent this from continuing on, yeah. So I'll tell you something, we were at the middle school
last year, Molokai Middle School with 80 8 th graders. Now, let me tell you, we were so burnt
out by the end of the class but you know what surprised us that they were so excited and they
wanted to learn things. So every time, so my thrust this year is really to look for additional
funds to bring her back to Molokai because I think what can I do for Molokai is to help them
make wise choices. Give 'em the education, teach them the dos and the don'ts and you'd be
shocked. The workshop the last two nights was so much fun. But I better end here so I can get

CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think so.
MS. PAUOLE-AHA KUELO: --someone else up here, okay. But thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thanks again.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Annette, for the information. Okay, the next testifier is Denise
Kelly followed by Stanley Kaahanui.
MS. KELLY: Hi, good evening. Thank you so much for coming to Molokai and helping to see what
our issues are and talk with us about what's going on here. I can't obviously do justice what
you've already heard regarding the MEO's Business Development courses. But I am here. My
name is Denise Kelly. I'm representing my husband's business, Kelly's Land and Sea
Services. He was one of the first to go through the Core 4 classes. He was one of the first to
receive a grant, a loan to start up his business. Unfortunately, I also can't do justice to what he
would say, however, he's sick so I'm sorry about that. But I wanted to give the information
regarding what he learned from those classes and how he had the idea of the business, he knew
what he wanted to do. He had the skills to run his business to do the work that he's doing for
his business. He didn't' have the business sense to be able to work in his business. So what he
says now is that he has to spend the time working in the business not just on the business, doing
the business, and that's something that's he's learned from the courses that he took through
MEO. And I understand that the budget is going to be reduced and I encourage and implore
you to please keep that funding going to MEO. It's an extremely important project and service
that they're providing to the people in the community that want to start a business. And 41
businesses later have been supporting the community keeping the unemployment rate where
it's at because they've been able to support people who want to be able to start a business. So,
I'm very thankful for you being here and I appreciate your time, and just to let you know that
our business is where it is because of the classes that my husband took.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you very much.
MS. KELLY: Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Stanley Kaahanui followed by Chris Chong, Ivan and Cathy Kawamae.
MR. KAAHANUI: Aloha and welcome. My name is Stan Kaahanui and I'm here on behalf of
Kuha'o Business Center. I'm just going to give you a personal experience, my personal
experience and involvement with the Business Center. Good evening. It was mid-2000 that I
first heard the name Kuha'o Business Center. I just returned to Molokai after being away since
the late 1980s. I was hoping to find work here, to spend time with my parents, extended ohana
and friends. I applied at several agencies and got hired by the MCSC (Molokai Community
Service Council) as a Program Developer. And Kuha'o Business Center was housed at the
MCSC since its beginnings and partnership with the SBA (Small Business Association). It had
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very humble beginnings with location, funding, and managing while in its infancy. The project
was an effort of the entire community with their application for an EZ (Empowerment Zone)
designation. Instead of the EZ funding, Molokai was awarded an EC (Enterprise Community)
designation. The community pushed forward with their very ambitious plan to help develop
and build a sustainable community on Molokai. It was here that several partners along with EC
Executive Boards' approval that KBC was taken to the next level. With the foresight and
vision shared with the RDP (Rural Development Projects), the Business Center started taking
applications for the lead position to manage the new center. Upon making a selection, the
supplies, equipment, and facilities needed to be considered and sourced. The newly appointed
Annette Pauole-Aha Kuelo worked diligently for the next few months planning, ordering,
seminars and training before the Kuha'o Business Center found its new home at the . . . (end of
tape, start 2A at 7:33 p.m.) . . . Moore Center on Kamoi Street, Suite #600 where it presently
resides. I was hired as an Administrative Assistant to help open the new Center in lieu of my
vast and previous experience with opening and start up of many small businesses and large
corporations. Being a part of the opening team and a community member myself I find great
value with having a Business Center on Molokai. Having limited to no alternatives on
Molokai, there are many agencies, small businesses and community residents that would
greatly and directly benefit from such a center. KBC has on-going employment training and
seminars that help people to get back to work or start businesses after being unemployed for a
while due to the lack of jobs available on island. It also helps the existing entrepreneurs to
develop their businesses.
MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MR. KA'AHANUI: KBC provides seminars and training tailored to the community and its
entrepreneurs alike by the information and data collected during the intake process for their
clients. Community Outreach at Molokai High School and (MCC) Maui Community College
campuses has broadened the scope of ages that they serve. Continuing their determined efforts
to partner and work with other employment generating entities, KBC is working with
"Sustainable Molokai: Future of a Hawaiian Island Conference" to assist with the training and
educational piece to develop and build the projected sustainable opportunities. I respectfully
ask that you join me in supporting and sustaining this invaluable and extremely necessary
Business Center that will continue to impact Molokai and its community now and in the future
with the important work and service they provide. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you very much.
MR. KA'AHANUI: Thanks,
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . .
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chris Chong [sic] , Ivan and Cathy Kawamae followed by Kanani Costales.
MS. KAWAMAE: Aloha! My name is Cathy Kawamae. I'm here on behalf of MEO BDC. I just
want to share an opportunity that we had through the program, the Core 4 Program and what it
has done for us in business plans and in giving us resources in how we can seek
entrepreneurship and what it has done to just . . . what it will do for the people that other people
that would have opportunities with this program. And I also would like to add on the MEO
part on how much just the program itself has helped my family in transportation in the
preschool part of it, and also just . . . all the opportunities that MEO has given my family as
well as the Molokai people. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Next testifier?
MR. CHANG: Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. My name is Chris Chang and I'd like to thank
you guys for taking the time to come here and listen to us. And you know, and mahalo for your
past support of all the MEO programs. But I'm here to edify Kuulei here with the program she
does for the Core 4 Program which helped me get started on the right track because I've had
many businesses that I just went off in the wrong directions inappropriately, illegally . . . just
the wrong direction. So having somebody to give me a plan to set a course has been very
helpful. So, you know, with your gracious support of this program I'm sure that we can help a
lot more people on this island and in the community. Thank you. Aloha!
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifiers?
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Seeing none; thank you very much. Kanani Costales followed by Koa
Adolpho.
MS. COSTALES: Aloha, Council Members. My name is Kanani Costales and I'm here on an
impromptu thing. But before I start on my main subject, I'd just like to say how much MEO
has been very supportive of our school. I work for the middle school as an educational
assistant, and we've had meetings that we've held in the community and we've used MEO as
transportation to bring out members that don't have, committee members that don't any
transportation, and they've done so and gone out of their way to do so. So, with other
programs I would like to be in real support of MEO, and thank them in fact for all they do for
all of us here.
But my main subject that I'm here for is a thing called Project Graduation. This year there was
a handful of parents that got together to bring this about and the whole simple reason and
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bottom line for this was to see our graduating seniors alive the next day. I'd like to share, if
you're familiar, but a few years in a row we've had some major accidents dealing with our
youth and the outcome wasn't good. We buried a few and we sent one home to another
country whose family was very forgiving. And next year, I have a senior, um, I have a junior
this year who will be a senior next year. And we wanted to carry out the tradition and we
wanted to make it mandatory among each Molokai graduating class. And I guess what we're
looking for is support, support in any way, moral support, financial support, mental support
because this is not easy to gather especially here on Molokai because each year graduation is a
huge thing on our island. Every week we're going to five parties a week, you know. In fact,
graduation night we've got like ten going on at once. So the whole thing about it was to
provide our graduating seniors each year with something to do here in school after graduation
and be it known that even though there are other parties that go on, on the island provide a
transportation to go gather them all and bring them back together where they can all celebrate
together and enjoy it, be it with themselves and their advisors and teachers or with certain
select members of their family. But at least you know we're going to see them the next day and
they going know and thank the adults and the parents and whoever that came together to put
this together that, oh, yeah, I'm alive, I didn't have to go out drink, I had fun with everybody.
Alright everybody, you know, and that's about it.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Chairman Mateo?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Kanani.
MS. COSTALES: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: And just for your information, the County Council has for the last number of
years provided and made funds available for Project Graduation. The accessibility to funds
have been for the island of Maui, Lanai, and Molokai. Molokai never applied. So, I suggest
you touch with the school administrator or you can contact my office and we can provide you
with additional information. It is not a new concept. The concept is an old but the County has
made you know $5,000 available per school. So it has been there, unfortunately, our school has
never looked into it.
MS. COSTALES: Now we know. Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: So you learned something tonight. Koa Adolpho followed by Judy
Caparida.
MS. ADOLPHO: Aloha, everybody.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha!
MS. ADOLPHO: My name is Koa Adolpho. I would like to ask the County to keep providing funds
for our MEO programs. I have had the privilege of using MEO bus service to attend the
County of Maui Kaunoa Senior Program for dental appointments, shopping, and the Molokai
Drug store, and the hospital for the last five years. MEO has been my main source and lifeline
transportation to all these resources. Thank you very much. And I would also like to thank the
bus drivers for all their helpful, helping us with our wheelchairs especially us senior citizens
with our packages, wheelchairs, canes and walkers. Thank you very much.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Judy Caparida?
MS. CAPARIDA: I have two people that wants me to either you hear this and this is for me to read.
Okay, the one I'm going to read is from Barbara . . . how do you say her name, Halanican [sic] .
.. (chuckled) . . .
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Ha-li-ni-ak.
MS. CAPARIDA: Haliniak, yes, President of the Molokai Chamber of Commerce. She couldn't be
here tonight but she would like to say that she wanna thank our Council Chair, Council
Members in providing for them, the Chamber of Commerce, the MEO, and the Maui Economic
Development Board, Inc. I am unable to make this Budget hearing due to a prior off island
commitment. Therefore, I would like to submit written testimony.
We would like to thank the Council for past funding and ask for continued funding to support
MEO for its fine work in addressing the needs of our community. And in short, she wants you
folks to keep supporting them. And she's very thankful for all that you folks have done, all the
years you folks have been supporting them. And MEO is one of the biggest thing on Molokai.
If you go Honolulu, it's The Bus. But now it's going to be, well, they're going to try to get now
is the transit. But for us here on Molokai, MEO is number one. Where can we go? There is no
other transportation other than the transportation that takes our children to school. And so, this
is what she's saying.
I have to put this on. This is for Gladys Brown. They call her "Cookie". They call her Cookie.
Now she's a big cookie in our community.
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NOTE: She played dictaphone of recorded testimony from Gladys Brown)
Aloha, Chairman Danny and Members of the County Budget Committee. This is Gladys
Brown, concerned resident of Molokai for many years. My responsibility to the Molokai
Federal Credit Union prohibits me from being here with all of you who have taken your time to
hear our concerns for Molokai. I am using this means to be able to express my support of all
the funds allotted to the Maui Economic Opportunity branch here on our island. Please
continue to fund all the services provided by the staff here. The MEO has been instrumental for
keeping the low economy from affecting the seniors, youths, and community with their
transportation and office availability. . It makes it possible for the majority of the residents to
benefit their families and friends. I know how hard the Council works to use funds in the right
direction in helping all of us living on this island to live safely, healthily, and financially secure.
I am proud to have our Councilman Danny as the Chairman of our County Council. I
appreciate his efforts to keep our island foremost in his priority. Mahalo, Danny. I appreciate
the support of all the Council Members also in their important roles. Thanks to all of you.
Have a great meeting and keep our island's future in your budgetary allowances. You know
that Molokaians believe in living a happy and fruitful life. Mahalo again and have a safe trip
home.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause . . .
MS. CAPARIDA: This is my turn now. My name is Judy Caparida and I'm really involved in our
community. I just want to just . . . because you love the people you get to love everything that
goes around you. It's just a natural thing for me. For me, it's God first and others then our
family. And it's been a special thing for me for everything that happens in our community. If
my sister Ruthie couldn't make it, I was the alternate. We always took turns wanting to know
what's happening in our community, and that is why we're here. And they say, you know, I
meant about that program we went to see, I'm going to have a home and it's not going to .. .
Ualapue because they say it's not going to be in your lifetime. So, Judy, you have to take one
of these. So I took a place, Hoolehua. And I always thought to myself, what is so hard for all
of the people not to get homes, you know, because it's getting harder and harder. And I'm an
old fart already and I going get one place. What I going do? And you know, it was something
special that the Lord has blessed me with and I never thought after 35 years I would have
something like that. So, I said, wow, and then we had this thing, this is all for the homeowners,
I was blessed. Very, very blessed. You know, that is what we really hate on Molokai to learn
how to manage our monies. Learn how to do something that would bring income for
something that is good for our future, our children's future. So I was really blessed. And
Annette said to me, Judy, there's a meeting tomorrow. Three meetings in a row. Sometimes I
go three meetings a day but that thing that's why it's important in our community that we love
our island, we love all the children on this island is ours. If I see them on the road making
mischief, I scold them. And I tell them, you go tell your mother tell 'em because I like her
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come see me. But that's how you have to care for them. Today, hardly anybody care for
anybody any more. We love ourselves, us everything we want and then you don't need 'em,
you still want 'ern. And that's what messes our life up. So, going to these programs, I thought
to myself for Molokai that's what we need. We have only one high school and after they leave
to go out there's nothing else that they're going to learn, if they don't learn it at home. There's
no way they can do it out there. So I was really blessed and I'm just letting you guys know that
everything that happens on Molokai, bruddah, you cannot take nothing away because that's all
we get. Everybody going to . . . (inaudible) . . .no more pass. I said to myself, wow, you
know it's not our fault. If they mess up, we get the blame.
MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MS. CAPARIDA: Somebody is going to have to pay the taxes. I mean see, but for Molokai, we are so
fortunate for all of you here because I know all you guys and then we can talk just like family.
You don't have to be ashamed about anything 'cause you can share openly to what you believe
because our lifestyle is simple. We're very unhappy when we gotta live somebody else's life
when you can afford it. It's very hard. So, I'm so blessed to be here tonight, and I just want to
say, thank you so much for the support of our island. I know that everything that we had, our
fire station is going to come up soon. Thank you, Jesus. We need that. This place when burn,
oh, boy.
AUDIENCE: . . . (laughter) . . .
MS. CAPARIDA: So all those things are necessary. It's a necessity for us. So I thank you folks so
much for being here tonight. All of you that is concerned about our island, mahalo.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Judy. Members, any questions for Judy? Maybe we have a
question for Mrs. Brown.
MS. CAPARIDA: Okay.
AUDIENCE: . . . (laughter) . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: When you see her, tell her that we said hello.
MS. CAPARIDA: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: And hope that she won a door prize at the credit union.
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MS. CAPARIDA: Okay. Thank you again.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: The next testifier is Rachel Kalima followed by Pearl Punahele. Rachel?
MS. KALIMA: Hi, my name is Rachel Kalima. I'm here to support the MEO bus transportation.
Ever since my car broke down and the program came upon and right now I'm doing a
housekeeping out on the East End and West End, and I've been using the MEO to support my
transportation to go to work to the West End. And like today, I . . . in fact yesterday evening I
caught the bus to the West End. This morning went to the East End and then back to the West
End and then I'm here to support MEO bus transportation. Thank you for your support.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Thank you. Pearl
Punahele followed by Norine Flowers, Godwyn Punahele, Jerry Flowers, Jenna Lee Punahele.
MS. PUNAHELE: Aloha!
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha!
MS. PUNAHELE: My name is Pearl Punahele. I am here on behalf of 3 Diamonds, a farming
corporation in Hoolehua. But we are here, my family and I are here, in support of MEO. It is
true that MEO, their efforts that they have and the potential that they had seen within us, that
we had attended classes weekly for three, four weeks daily, and we have learned much. We
have started to apply the knowledge that we had gained from MEO in writing grants, in going
out and searching where can we get the money. I have a 40-acre farm in Hoolehua. My family
had just relocated home to be with me so it is with this effort that we are here in support of
MEO and the program that we had attended, which is the Core 4. It is a very essential program
for here on Molokai. I tell you, a lot of people do not know how to write grants but it is
through MEO that had taught my family steps in gaining the knowledge, in seeking all these
entities that are out there that we are able to tap into. It is very essential for Molokai and the
economy of Molokai that we continue to have MEO to support farmers like me and my family.
Businesses that I seeking to build on Molokai because our economy is so bad here on Molokai.
But it is true that MEO has given us the effort to go ahead and do what we are doing. And you
are welcome to come to my farm and look because we have extended two acres. When we first
started with MEO, we started with I have a little fern patch but we had extended a quarter acre
of that but now we have produce that we take down to the kupuna program, we go down to
open market on Saturday and that is how we can give back to the community. So it is very
essential for Molokai to continue to fund MEO because it is very important for us, the people.
So I better stop; I'll let my family continue.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ms. Flowers, identify yourself as you come up.
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MS. FLOWERS: Hi, my name is Norine Flowers. I'm also with the 3 Diamonds Corporation or
company. Actually we are an ohana and what we do is we're making produce for the island,
for the people here. We found this program with MEO which helped us and guided us on
making our business plans. In this it also opened other areas which I'm hoping that the
Department of Agriculture here. And we're trying to not only have produce but fresh fruits and
possibly open up a livestock. Now is our farmer.
MR. PUNAHELE: Aloha! My name is Godwyn Punahele. I graduated here in '85 and I just recently
came back with my family. I am here in support of the MEO program too. All of their
programs is essential for this island — the bus services, the toddler program, and the Core 4
program. Basically, that's what I am.
MR. FLOWERS: Aloha, Council. My name is Jerry Flowers. This is my family as well. And I am in
support for MEO's Core 4 program. As a young entrepreneur growing up as a part of me . . .
(inaudible) . . . farm, I mean, it's kind of hard to find those kinds of programs on this island to
help you build the rapport you need as far as making a business plan get you people to talk to.
MEO was there for us when we needed the help so I'm here to support them as well.
MS. J. PUNAHELE: Hi, aloha, my name is Jenna Lee Punahele and I'm here also to support MEO. I
took the classes with my family and I really enjoyed it, and I learned new things I never knew
about business and entrepreneurs. I would like to say, Aunty Kuulei, she's a very good teacher
too. So, yeah, I just want to thank you for supporting MEO and I hope you guys continue it.
Thank you. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for any of the testifiers? Seeing none;
thank you very much. The next testifier is Terry Warop [sic] followed by Lyndon Dela Cruz.
MS. WAROS: Did you say Terry Waros?
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah. How do you pronounce your last name?
VICE-CHAIR MATEO: Waros.
MS. WAROS: It's Waros. WARO S.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Oh, okay. I thought it was a "p".
MS. WAROS: Oh, oh, sorry. Aloha! Aloha, Danny, welcome home. Aloha, Council Members, how
nice to see you. It's been a while since I've seen you. And this time I'm very pleased to tell
you that I'm the new owner of the new bookstore downtown, Kalele Bookstore and Divine
Expressions. And I just want to say what everybody else is saying, I couldn't have done it
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without MEO. And I've got to tell you folks, first of all, I wouldn't want to be in your shoes.
Love you and appreciate what you're doing and it's very difficult times and we all realize that.
And on Molokai, yep, we've got some challenges. I think one of the biggest challenges we
have is . . . it just keeps happening this misconception about our community and about our
island at whole. And if I could tell you all of my experiences which I'll never get in three
minutes in the last year of a half is that I've made a decision, a conscious decision and a soleful
decision to make this my permanent home and to invest everything I have to open a business
here. The conversations I've had with people on Maui and on Oahu and the SBA, the USDA,
the Bank of Hawaii, First Hawaiian Bank, you name it go down the line, and nobody believed
in our island. They told me great concept, great background, great résumé, great credit until
about a month ago but Molokai too much of a challenge. I can tell you guys I've been opened
five weeks today. My dreams that I dreamt for the last year and a half are coming true. I've
got kids who are coming in my store and borrowing the classics. I mean, they're unbelievable.
I've got the local people that are coming in and giving aloha so generously and loving the fact
that we have just a place to gather. I'm working with the Mahaloho Foundation still the
Beamer family on Maui to continue our tradition of sharing our knowledge and our mana'o
between practitioners throughout our County but also throughout our State recognizing the
importance of this community and our kuleana through our ropes but also to the future of all of
us. And I know that you folks have some real serious challenges with your budget this year but
I'm asking you to do the same things we have to do here everyday and that is to go out of the
box. Molokai never fit into a box. I don't fit into a box. Danny, you know more than anyone,
and I know lots of you do. But bet on us because you know what, I'm telling you I wish you
could come spend a day in my store and see what's going on here. It's everything I knew from
all those bankers and all those people that looked at me and said I'm crazy to open a business
on Molokai. I'm crazy to do it in these economic times and I'm crazy to make it a book store.
I'm telling you -MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MS. WAROS: --I'm so proud of myself for investing in this community because they're making my
dreams come true. And just to wrap up real quick . . . so MEO, Kuulei, there is no where else
to go folks. Everybody else turned me down. The only loan I got was through MEO. Please
continue to support our visitor industry and your investment in the MVO and MVB because
you know what, Molokai is coming into some very important times and we need the proper
marketing and attention to our infrastructure really for what's coming very shortly in our
future. And I just want to say, thank you to Koki, Dr. Becky for our Humane Society and all of
you guys. God Bless you and your continued journey. See you in Kalele soon.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Mr. Chair?
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CHAR PONTANILLA: Member Kaho' ohalahala?
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: Thank you. And Terry, I only applaud your efforts
because I think not only you but those who have come before you and who have all expressed
the kind of support — the farmers and families who are looking towards your own future, you
are leading the way. And for Maui County it is really maikai to see Molokai stepping forward
and finding solutions in your own way, and it doesn't fit anyone else's.
MS. WAROS: That's it.
COUNCILMEMBER KAHO`OHALAHALA: And so maybe what we will do to embrace that and
maybe it's a lesson for us here right now because the time requires us to look for solutions. So
I want to applaud Molokai for you and all of you who are here tonight because we certainly are
going to use your help in our budget processes and you're setting the time, you're setting the
direction, and I think we need to take note of that. . . . (end of tape, start 2B at 8:03 p.m.).. .
MS. WAROS: Sol, I really appreciate you recognizing that because it is so incredible to be a part of
the community. I could not do what I'm doing anywhere else except for here. And it's with the
love and the support of these people that I've made it through a year and a half of being
unemployed. And if you guys could have a report card and all your departments and all your
programs, I'm telling you MEO has got an A+. And Molokai, where people previously had
thought, yeah, kua'aina, uh-huh I'm telling you we rock. We so rock.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Lyndon Dela Cruz followed by Bev Williams.
MR. DELACRUZ: Aloha! Good evening, Council Members. Thank you very much for coming out
this evening. My name is Lyndon Dela Cruz and I'm here on behalf of Molokai Humane
Society and in their support. My wife and I own a small business here on Molokai. We own
the only pet store on the island so we are in big support of the Humane Society because the
animals really, really need the service. We have visiting vets that come here from the other
islands even from the mainland. They travel all this distance to come to this little island and
help our people and the animals on the island. Hats off to Dr. Becky and the other doctors, and
when they're not here who's the doctor? Tessa becomes the doctor 24/7. Not only that. A lot
of our customers come to our store thinking that we're doctors. So, we do the best that we can.
And the mood is grand here. I mean, the animals we have educated . . . I think everybody is
getting much more educated about the animals because people here love their animals and
they're really in need of your support, and we also like to thank you for all the support that you
have done in the years. So tonight we humbly ask that you continue support for the Humane
Society. Mahalo.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Bev Williams followed by Nita Bogart.
MS. WILLIAMS: Aloha! I am not a full-time resident on Molokai but I must tell you it is my first
home. We have been coming here for ten years. First a week at a time, then two weeks at a
time. Now, we're here like 4 to 5 months at a time, which is really neat. I was here mainly
tonight to support the Humane Society, Tessa and all the vets, that come here on the island.
We do not have pets of our own, however, we are very involved with a lot of the feral cats and
we do have a lot of them here on the island. And we have our pets, as far as the feral ones go.
I just happened to go today. I came yesterday on island. Today, one of them had a very, very
bad infective foot. Thanks heaven we had a vet because I don't know what we would have
done if we did not call Tessa. She said be down here I think within an hour. They took care of
her. She's not very happy because she's in a cage. But again, it's so important for us to talk
and support the animals. I think people have a tendency when times get tough they kind of get
put down at the bottom of the barrel. And we really have to support them. And it's important
to have a spaying and neutering program that they do supply. People let their animals run loose
and the next thing you know we have ten little kittens running around somewhere. So it's very
important and I think also to get off that vain is I think you can see tonight how important MEO
is to this community, that if that was not able to continue I don't know what would happen to
Molokai. It's obviously a staple that is so needed. That's it. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Nita Bogart followed by Charles Ware.
MS. BOGART: Aloha! I'm Nita Bogart and I'm here to say thank you for all you've done and I'm
especially thankful for all of the organizations they've talked about tonight that I'm here to
represent . . .(inaudible) . . . of the tourist services. We all take advantage some times in the
middle age of all we're able to do that sometimes something happens to us. In late September,
I found out that I had a condition and I couldn't learn how to walk. It took many months and
many trips to Oahu, and then finally to the mainland for surgery for my ankle for a very rare
condition called PVMS. So without the ability to walk, I spent five months in a wheelchair. I
was able to take advantage of the local services to be able to have some housekeeping. I don't
know about you, but living alone on the island being single it's kind of hard to do heavy
housework in a wheelchair. But I have been fortunate that I probably won't need the services
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much longer but I hope that other people can take advantage of that. I am able now to walk
and, hopefully, with physical therapy and other services on the island I should be able to be
back on my own again. It's not something that you really know it's going to happen to you. I
was an excellent hiker, traveler, did about anything, and all of a sudden I was stuck in a
wheelchair for a while. But those days are about over and thanks to the assistance of Chore
Services I was able to keep my house up. I want to thank Cheryl, Laura and Lani Duvauchelle
for all of the services that I received. And thank you and I hope you continue to support this.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA Thank you very much. Charles Ware followed by Kirk Gurman [sic] .
MR. WARE: Aloha, Council. My name is Charles Ware and I have a small business here on Molokai,
and I am a graduate of the Core 4 Program. And also was guided by Kuha'o Business Center
to put my paperwork and all my necessary things in order. I'm here to testify that their
program works. Many of my friends have gone through the Core 4 and a lot of them have
businesses today and a lot of them have hired employees which also helps the community. And
I just think that the funds should be kept because without the Core 4, MEO, Kuha'o Business
Center and also Barbara Haliniak, who managed to bring us the people for the pass to get on
the wharf, we would have been sunk with small businesses not being able to get out there and
get our materials. It wouldn't have worked. So I'm here in staunch support for those people
and I think the funds should continue. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you. Kirk Greenman followed by James Duvauchelle.
MR. GREENMAN: Good evening and aloha, Council. My name is Kirk Greenman and I'm here to
support MEO BDC and Kalei Arts and Susie Thieman for their business course. I took the
course couple years ago and came across an opportunity about a year ago to open up a business
here on Molokai. Without the course, I would not have been able to open it up in a proficient
manner and may not have succeeded without taking the course. I was also able to get a loan
from them when no one else would give me a loan as well. So I ask the Council to keep MEO
and support MEO.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you. James Duvauchelle followed by Philip Van Der Straeten.
MR. DUVAUCHELLE: Council Members, Mr. Chairman, aloha.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aloha!
MR. DUVAUCHELLE: My name is Jimmy Duvuachelle and I'm here to support the MEO BDC and
I also want to support Kuha'o Busiesss Center because I think they go together hand-in-hand.
My name is Jimmy Duvauchelle and I'm a life-time resident of Molokai. I would like to take
this time, first of all, and this opportunity to thank you for the previous support given to the
MEO services that are critical to our community, program such as transportation. I think we
heard that a lot of times tonight everybody support that for the seniors and the disabled, people
with medical needs as well as help and companies and individual clients in their business
performance.
Just about a year ago today, from today, Molokai Ranch closed its doors and many of us were
devastated because of the loss of jobs. Many jobs being limited here, with jobs being limited
here on Molokai the loss was a huge concern to our community as well as to our families.
However, along with the trauma came good. Many of us were given the opportunity to become
self-employed, taken on jobs that we were involved in when we were working for Molokai
Ranch. Jobs like ranching, farming, fencing, yard services. The opportunity was great,
however, without the proper knowledge in business planning we can be subject to failure. And
MEO offered a program on business planning that many of us took advantage of, and when we
completed the course I must say, you know, I graduated from Molokai School, I'm not the
smartest guy in our class. In fact, I graduated with a low degree. You know, I'm a normal,
every day man, live on Molokai, we're limited to what we can do. We do a lot of things with
our hands but when it comes to the administration part we need help. And that's where we are
blessed with the MEO who offer us the knowledge to be able to help us in a program to put the
business planning together, and then when we completed that course it gave us that
encouragement to go ahead and tackle what we know. We know the fiscal aspect of the work.
We know . . . I've been in there for 42 years with Molokai Ranch. I know the markets, I know
everything but I don't know the administration and I thank God because programs like this
were given to us and that enabled us to go out and take on the challenge and do something for
ourselves, help us to be sustainable citizens on Molokai. And I think with the current, the way
the current economy as it is, I can see that most of us here on Molokai will go back to the land
as a way to become self-sufficient and to maintain our lifestyle here on Molokai where we
belong. And again, I want to thank MEO. MEO along with the Kuha'o Business Center will
play an important role in helping us to become successful in our many challenges that lies
ahead, we support this program and I want to thank you for hearing me and thank you for being
here tonight and may God take care of you guys and send you guys home safely, provide you
with the need of safety, and again, thank you for your support. Mahalo.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you. Philip Van Der Straeten. Philip? Not here. Okay. Bill Feeter followed by Niko Wallace.
MR. FEETER: Aloha, Maui, Chairman Mateo and Board Members, speaking on behalf of the
Molokai Humane Society and even though they took their banner they're still one here —
Molokai Humane Society.
AUDIENCE: . . .(chuckled) . . .
MR. FEETER: Just a little different tact on . . . I have a background in farm animals and so that I want
to speak to community service as far as what the veterinarian service is doing through the
Molokai Humane Society. There's a syndrome called "zoonosis". We had a magnificent
example of that this evening with Tess. And it's amazing and thank God she is with us. She
had typhus and that's called a zoonosis, an animal disease transmissible to humans. Without a
veterinarian on this island, without a Humane Society sponsoring that our population is
subjected to animal diseases. I have in my hand a national journal that describes leptospirosis.
Perhaps there are people in the audience — the pig hunters, the folks that go to the mountains,
they can get leptospirosis, a classic disease. I won't go any further. It's just that with this
connection between human diseases and we want to have a liaison with Queen's Hospital here
whereby the resident that hopefully some day can work with that avenue of Queen's and have a
joint action on that. I've also like to mention and I strongly support our Animal Control
Officer, Richard. He does an invaluable, he's a silent man that does a tremendous amount of
work. It's thankless oftentimes. He's often scorned but he does the job and he's really a
service to the community. So on behalf of the Humane Society and the animal people of the
world in this particular island, this wonderful island, please support. We need that. We have a
vigorous campaign, I'm a member of the Board by the way, a vigorous campaign to make up
the deficit. I have an ongoing membership campaign and I want to leave this with you, if I
may, nice picture of Tessa. And lastly, please come by and visit the clinic. It's right on your
way to the airport. I think you'll be pleasantly surprised. Thank you kindly.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier this evening? Seeing
none; thank you very much. Liko Wallace followed by Lori Buchanan.
MS. WALLACE: Aloha and mahalo for being here this evening. I would like to share my experiences
that I had with MEO's BDC Program, Core 4. My son was interested, he inherited a tow truck
from my mom and he wanted to start a business and I was encouraging him. So we went to
Kuha'o Business Center and she had referred us to Kuulei's program. Because instead of going
through all that not knowing what a business is all about, you know, we went to Kuulei she set
us up, we went to the evening classes, we got all that fantastic material, we learned all the
information that we needed to start a business and if it would be profitable here. Well, to our
sadness it wouldn't be profitable here but we learned a lot. And with the materials that we have
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that with the new ideas that we may have, you know, upcoming that we can refer back to the
materials that we had and the information that we had learned, and we all still have her there so
we can go back and find any information that we may have extra questions on and ask her. So,
I humbly ask you to continue to support this program because it is very helpful to a lot of the
people here on our island that would like to go beyond the box and not work for someone but
try to do it yourself with the knowledge that you can gain from going to these classes. So, I'd
like to thank you for the support that you have given to this program in the past and ask that
you continue. I would also like to share with the other programs at MEO, which is like the bus
services that they have. You know, when my grandmother was still alive I know just in
looking at her face when she had to ask us to take her somewhere and know that we'd go .. .
(sigh) . . . you know, so to know that they have the opportunity to have the bus pick them up
and take them to either doctor's appointment or to pick up any kind of food, they have that
opportunity through MEO. So I pray that you guys continue to fund that also. And my other
son was also in the AmeriCorps Program and he learned a lot of good skills that helped him to
move forward and get further education and get funding to get further educated in the field that
he was in. And I would also like to show my support for the Molokai Humane Society because
as Koki and the rest of them because I have million of animals and have been through it all. I
get calls in the middle of the night too, what can I do? So it's a program that is really
desperately needed here on Molokai. Again, I would like to support all these programs and I
know times are hard but please shoot it our way because we are in desperate need. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Thank you for being
here.
AUDIENCE: ... (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTNAILLA: Lori Buchanan followed by Julie Bicoy.
MS. BUCHANAN: I think Julie testified, yeah, already? No, you never. Not yet. Okay. Well, I
don't know how I got in front of them. I was going to come at the end but actually I'm
testifying here because of yesterday's headlines in the Maui News about the transient
accommodations tax. Okay. So I was kind of upset about that in the newspaper and
Councilman Molina asked Mayor Tavares what would she cut if the State took the $18 million
in the transient accommodations tax, which usually goes to the Counties but the State getting
greedy now so they like take all these special funds and everything. So, she said that she would
look at State programs that have been funded by the County during flush economic times. And
she also said that if push comes to shove we need to take care of County jurisdiction of
programs. And then she went on to mention the MCC Nursing and Dental students and then
watershed protection, miconia, and invasive species. I work for the Molokai/Maui Invasive
Species Committee. There's two full-time people on Molokai. We're a Subcommittee of the
Maui Invasive Species Committee. I'm sure you know Ms. Teya Penniman, the Manager, who
does excellent work. And the only reason why they're still surviving is because she's such a
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great manager in encumbering matching funds through Haleakala National Park Service as well
as other programs. I don't know if our Mayor is aware that the State has already cut all that
funding to the NARS (National Area Reserve Program) [sic] under which the watershed
programs and invasive species. So I was at the State Capitol the other night by our Governor's
house and I never hear coqui frogs. But I bet you if had coqui frogs, she would think twice.
And I bet you that they won't care about the ranchers Upcountry Maui when they turn on their
faucet and no more water because the watershed protection is out the window. Water is the
ultimate. If you cut all your watershed partnership programs, what's going to happen? We
already get big problems with water. So, I don't know if our Mayor is aware of that. And I
never see miconia growing in her yard too at the time. So, please, I know you folks have to
come up and make a decision soon about this 2010 budget and she is not calling for any real
property tax increases, okay, but if that $18 million gets stolen by the State, what's going to
happen? I wish she wouldn't have even said nothing at that point because now we're all
worried, okay. They do a great job. It's a package deal. We're not civil service employees.
We're under the Research Corporation of the University of Hawaii and Tri-Isle and that's how
we get our funds and they get channeled through. So, we're the ones going be the ones on the
chopping block. But what she chopping is your watershed protection, okay.
MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MS. BUCHANAN: That's what she's chopping, your native protection of your forest and without that
the tourist is not going to come any more, and you're going to have water restrictions
everywhere which is already worse than it already is. So, besides that I had four planning
commissioners here today. Two already went testify and we adjourned our meeting at 4:45 this
afternoon and we got bust up as we do every two weeks by the Veterans Administration whose
project is being stalled. Not on purpose, but as bureaucrats we all know how the system work.
So, I'm here to ask this Council to do whatever is in their purview to help to move the poor
Veterans Center on Molokai along. They need a Change in Zoning and something else.
MR. JENSEN: Four minutes.
MS. BUCHANAN: You guys just recently exempted, finally Clayton signed an exemption to chop the
tree. So all this is kind of silly stuff. So I was hoping that they would mention that but
Planning Department, Molokai big problems, big, big problems. I came last year budget,
Mayor's budget and to this Council asking for an internship fee of about $40,000 to have a
Support person for Planning Department, SMA applications and such. Our Council Chair is
sitting here and he know. Every weekend, his whole Saturday is taken up by people grumbling
about their permits not being processed. We have one Planner and she's probably up to about
75 projects right now. Everybody wants to move to Molokai and everybody wants to do
something in the SMA and we're catching it every two weeks so please help us out. Think
about budget maybe for an Intern or helper's position for that. Okay, thank you.
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CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Lori. Lori, some information, uh, we got some information from
Senator Inouye's office in regards to watershed protection. And I thought I saw some
watershed protection for the island of Molokai.
MS. BUCHANAN: Yeah, I thought so too and I understand there's $30 million in stimulus funds
going to Market Street, Happy Valley, the bridge replacement .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: No, no, this is something else. This is strictly for Molokai. Just several
projects that he had earmarked for the island of Molokai.
MS. BUCHANAN: Okay, that was separate from the recreation of Renaissance.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, all separate.
MS. BUCHANAN: Okay.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just some information.
MS. BUCHANAN: Okay. E-mail me.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause)...
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay, the next speaker is Julie Bicoy followed by Mapuana Hanapi.
MS. BICOY: Good evening. Thank you, Danny Mateo and Council Members. I'm here on behalf of
the Molokai Visitors Association. At this time, I would really, really like to thank you for all
the support that you have given the Maui Visitors Bureau as we fall under their umbrella. We
continue to market, our main thing is to market the islands for what it is. And for Maui County
we have three islands which really works great for us because we have a diversity of very low
places where you can just enjoy yourself and we run with the island. And then you go to Maui
and you have the other side of the coin. For Molokai, it is a really secret place. As you can
see, here on the island people really their island for what it is. So it is a very hard destination to
go out and advertise and bring the right people who want to come here. And one of the things I
find that people come here for is to come and relax and return. I find that they come here to
rejuvenate their spirits and return as I heard one visitor. Tonight it started off with a week, two
weeks, three weeks. But these are the things that help our economy where people understand
what Molokai is all about. And for me, that is my destination to go out and share with the
states outside of Molokai as well as Canada to show the people what we have and come to our
island to enjoy what we have. We are not put in a box but an island full of spirit that loves to
share their aloha. But in respect the people have to understand who we are so in my best
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interest to go out and promote Molokai for what it is and not for what it wants to be like the rest
of the State because we are not. And it is okay. It is okay that you come to Molokai for who
we are and I'd like to thank you and ask for your continued support to help us in the next year
2010 as we know it will be a challenge and challenging year for us. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Question, Chair.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: First, we'll go to Member Baisa followed by Member Medeiros.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much and thank you, Julie, for being here. I have a
question. I'm trying to understand the process. If we give Maui to, money to MVB that's
Maui Visitor's Bureau, do they then set aside or I hate to say use the word "give" cause that
kind of bothers me but they set aside a budget for Molokai and you get to spend that money
yourself or does it work that they administer all the money, like they pay your bills? I'm kind
of curious to know how much is that big pot that gets to Molokai?
MS. BICOY: It's basically for Molokai to spend as we do basically in advertising. And one of the
biggest challenges that I found coming on board is being able to go back and look at all the
things that have been written about Molokai. And it has to be changed because there are a lot
of things out there that are being told that needs to be cleaned out and shouldn't be out there
because these are some places that are very sacred to the islands.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So they get from us about 3.8 million. How much do you get for
Molokai?
MS. BICOY: Two twenty.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Two hundred and twenty thousand?
MS. BICOY: Yep.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. That's very important information. .. .
(end of tape, start 3A).. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Mahalo, Mr. Chairman. My question was going to be the same as
Member Baisa except that I want to follow up by asking, do you submit a budget to MVB and
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then in turn they provide the funds for the budget that you have submitted or do you have a flat
amount, the same amount annually?
MS. BICOY: Flat, same, annually.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. It doesn't matter what programs you're trying to promote
or what you're trying to do that may cost more or cost less. And the amount you get who
decides on that amount?
MS. BICOY: Our Board decides on where we want to stretch our funds out. And basically we do
have that decision to spend the 220 as needed.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, yeah, my question was, who decided it was 220?
MS. BICOY: That's what I got. That's the flat rate they gave us.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay, so that's decided by MVB?
MS. BICOY: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Okay. Thank you for your testimony this evening.
MS. BICOY: Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any more questions? Seeing none; thank you very
much. By the way, I've got a note over here if anyone lost a ring, if you can go and see our
staff to my left, the guy with the blue shirt. I don't know if get diamonds on it but there's a
ring. Mapuana Hanapi followed by Lynn DeCoite.
MS. HANAPI: Hi, I'm Mapuana Hanapi and I'm here to support the MEO transportation.
MISS POOLE: My name is Karen Poole and I catch the bus to school.
MS. HANAPI: What school do you go to?
MISS POOLE: I go to Kilohana Elementary School.
MS. HANAPI: And then you catch the bus back.
MISS POOLE: I go to Kilohana Elementary School. Then I catch the bus back to town.
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MS. HANAPI: MEO has been, like the transportation has really helped my family out because when
my husband couldn't get work here and he went to Maui and he took the truck with him and
that's the only car we got. So he took the car with him and I was wondering, okay, how am I
now going to work. I have to work all the way out to Kilohana School, I'm not going to hitch
hike and I'm not going to catch a ride with someone so I heard about the MEO transportation.
So I saw you catching that. First I was, oh, I no like catch the bus. Shame yeah. But the thing
was real good. I get up in the morning at 6:45, get to work by 7:20. I take my kids with me,
my nieces and my other daughter we catch the bus up. There are also four other staff members
who also catch the bus and about ten other Kilohana kids who catch the bus from town out to
the school. So if we didn't have that transportation that's 13 kids that no longer go to Kilohana
School and I would probably have to look for a job closer to town, Kaunakakai School but I
really like it out there. So I really like that they have the transportation out there and on days
when I have to go to a workshop in town or I fly off island I was wondering how am my kids
going to get to school. But it's so easy to just walk to the bus, catch the bus up, catch the bus
back down and I don't really have to worry about them getting to and from school if I have
other workshops and stuff that I have to go to. So I ask that you continue to support MEO and
the transportation. And sometimes when we get the chance like on break we'll, my son likes to
catch the bus, you like to catch the bus yeah. You like to catch the bus. We catch the bus and
we go to the beach, like West End. We catch the bus out to West End, go to the beach out there
and then we catch it back, back to town. So I ask that you continue to support MEO.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. BUCHANAN: Mapuana, tell them what is your position at Kilohana School?
MS. HANAPI: I'm a fourth-grade teacher at Kilohana School.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: All right. Members, any questions for the testifier? Thank you very much.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .. .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Lynn DeCoite followed by Wailana Moses.
MS. DECOITE: Hi, good evening, Council Chair and Council Members. Thank you for coming
tonight. You know, I just wanted to of course say that MEO hands out. I mean, that got to be
priority one. First of all, my name is Lynn DeCoite and I own a sweet potato farm on Molokai.
When the Core 4 Program first came out, I'd have to admit, I think we were the first class given
by Susie Thieman at that time. And you got to love that program because the book is like that
thin, they got big font so we got through that thing really good and it really streamlined the
process. It would show whether or not you were going to make money or you wasn't so you
wouldn't waste any time. So it pretty much was a fast track. I probably used just about ever
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service they had to offer and I can really appreciate what Kuulei has done to this point. Even at
the point where they had offered their MEO office space to help us do the TWIC Program,
which was for the Transportation Work Identification Cards which saved my company and
many of those others on Molokai for flying our employees to get this card that's required to
enter the YB ports. So I'm really thankful for Kuulei guys at MEO. I mean everybody has
good projects, and as you can see last year the time when we all were in a somber mode, and
that's why I'm really here to thank you folks for helping us with our Christmas parade with the
Molokai Chamber Foundation. I had the privy of sharing that event, which was awesome. I
mean, when people were down and out Molokai rised to the occasion and came out full swing
and put on a brilliant and exciting Christmas parade that I never know nothing about but it
came together and it worked out really fine. You know I just thank you for you folks support
on that issue. And of course, I just wanted to touch up on today's Planning Commission and
today was my last day on the Commission and I went out with a bang but um. . . the veterans,
you know, we really need to somehow help them with their zoning just to get them moving. I
mean, these are the people that fought for our freedom. And as the Vietnam War festivals are
approaching, I know Maui is having a festival for their Vietnams and I'd like to see Molokai's
veterans to be able to have that place whether it be a place of refuge or a museum of some sort.
You know, we gotta help them and I know there's some way in permit zoning or exemptions
somewhere along that way that we can help them.
Another issue I wanted to bring to your attention. Today, we had Mrs. French come before us
on our agenda and it was really heart broken to see that she had to jump through loopholes to
get her permit when her house fell apart due to weather. She was put on hold; she wasn't given
no reason of why her permits were being held until today she was given a letter dated March
25 th . Basically, she has to address all these other issues which we kind of worked through some
of the things. As you folks, well, I don't know if all of our folks -MR. JENSEN: Three minutes.
MS. DECOITE: --she doesn't even have County water and she's being asked to do all these permits.
But if you can I'd like for you folks to take a look at that and how we can get the Planning
Department to really look into these issues. But other than that, thank you for your time and
your support with all of our organizations on Molokai. Mahalo.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none; thank
you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Members, Wailana Moses is the last person that signed up for public
testimony. Is there anyone else in the audience that want to provide public testimony that
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haven't already provided, please come up and sign up and we'll give you the opportunity as
soon as Wailana is done. Go ahead.
MS. MOSES: Hi, my name is Wailana Moses and I'm here in support of the Molokai Humane Society
and Aunty Tessa. Without them we would probably have to put a lot of our animals down
because we can . . . well, bottom line is we can only treat our animals so much. I mean, like a
small cut we can sew 'em up, bandage it up but things like an eye injury where the eye is
falling out or broken bones that we cannot do without the Humane Society on this island. So I
hope you continue to support them. And I would also like to thank you for supporting our
watershed programs and I hope you continue to support us because without water sustainability
on Molokai is not ever going to happen. So, please continue to support the Molokai Humane
Society and our watershed programs. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier? Seeing none.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: I think we have one more testifier. Please identify yourself.
MR. ANDERSON: I'm Gene Anderson and my purpose to live on this wonderful island, first came
here in 1986 and fell in love with Molokai and these people have been so generous in accepting
me and I'm learning to live aloha. As a biology teacher from the mainland, it's amazing to me
to see people come to community meetings. I lived in Los Angeles and I used to take my
students to Ecology meetings, and in Los Angeles you'd see a dozen people at a meeting that
involved the air of Los Angeles. Here you'd see 200 people to talk about their island way and
keeping it that way. Keep Molokai, Molokai. So I'm very appreciative to be here. But I
wanted to talk about . . . I'm a vet and I'm a proud member of the Humane Society. They
saved my cat about a month ago, the visiting doctor from Oregon. Amazing. But among the
many things that MEO does somebody said to me this is important as a retired person I think I
contributed money here by getting a check from California. Yeah! But that check stays the
same. And freight goes up, food prices go up, lumber goes up, gas goes up. But so many
places . . . one of the things about MEO somebody said to me, do you have a red card? Yeah!
So ten years ago I got a red card. Oh, wonderful. A red card allowed me to go to the
wonderful Ocean Front Restaurant down here at Hotel Molokai to get a discount and at the
pizza parlor and at the out post. And at both the markets, what a savings when I go through
there and it's what the prices are marked. Thank you, folks, for doing that. So what a
wonderful thing and I thank you all for being here and letting us participate. This is a
wonderful place, unique. Children getting up to talk and not being frightened by Council
people so thank you for being who you are. I love you all. Thank you.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Members, any questions for the testifier?
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AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Mr. Anderson, we do have a lot of questions for you at this time.
AUDIENCE: . . . (laughter) . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Member Medeiros?
MR. ANDERSON: I loved the baseball this year. Oh, my goodness.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I have a question for you . . . on this side.
MR. ANDERSON: Yes, oh, sure.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: I wanted to ask you. You said you were vet. I didn't know if you
meant military vet or .. .
MS. ANDERSON: Military vet. . . . (inaudible) . . . about 270 or more that are Members out here and
yeah, it would be wonderful to have a permanent veteran center.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah.
MR. ANDERSON: A lot of proud veterans here.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Yeah, we had some testimony on that very recently and a few
Members on this Council are veterans also, military veterans. So we'll try to see what we can
do but thank you for your testimony this evening.
MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, sir.
COUNCILMEMBER MEDEIROS: Aloha.
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
AUDIENCE: . . . (applause) . . .
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY . . .
CHAIR PONTANILLA: Ladies and gentlemen of Molokai, that concludes our public testimony this
evening. I just want to ask your support in regards to this transient accommodation tax that
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Lori Buchanan so eloquently spoke of. Yes, the State of Hawaii Legislature is looking at the
possibility of suspending that tax to the Counties for six years. What it equates to for Maui
County is $18 million. So I ask that, you know, you talk to our Legislative people up in
Honolulu, the Senators as well as the Representatives and show your support in trying to defeat
House Bill No. 1744. It's going to be devastating for us here in Maui County should we lose
that transient accommodations tax. So I ask your support in trying to get hold of our
Representatives on Oahu and tell them, you know, that it's going to hurt the County, not only
Maui County, but the County of Kauai, the County of Hawaii, and the City and County of
Honolulu. So I ask you know support in trying to reach our people in Honolulu to defeat that
bill by Friday. Chair Mateo was there today and they're going to have a hearing on Friday so I
kind of urge you, please, please contact our people on Oahu.
Again, the Council Members here tonight really do appreciate you coming out and you noticed
that we didn't take a break, right? We try to accommodate all of the people so that you don't
go home late and we don't go home late. So, again, thank you very much for being here. And
Members, we'll see you at Molokai Shores. The Budget and Finance Committee meeting on
Molokai, at Molokai High School, is now adjourned. . . . (gavel) . . .
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (JP, DM, SK, BM, WN, MV, MM, GB)
ACTION: DEFER.
ADJOURN: 8:55 p.m.
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